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Project Interests
Ms. Kelley guides evaluation services for funded projects. WTER provides a multi-disciplinary approach to evaluation through its associates who are faculty holding doctorates in statistics, political science, education, and communication; and staff having K-16 mathematics teaching experience and experience directing K-12 mathematics and science education projects funded by the National Science Foundation. Associates have completed training at Western Michigan University’s Evaluation Center, the Evaluators’ Institute, and/or American Evaluation Association sponsored workshops. Ms. Kelley works with principal investigators during proposal development to create an evaluation plan for their proposed projects. If funding is awarded, she works to implement the proposed project evaluation plans.

Active Awards
WTER currently provides external evaluation services for 30 funded projects. Funding for these projects is provided by the National Science Foundation, National Institutes of Health, Department of Education, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Thurgood Marshall College Fund, Texas Education Agency and Texas Higher Education Coordinating Board. Three of these funded projects are housed at WT. WTER also provides evaluation for projects located at Amarillo College, Angelo State University, Prairie View A&M University, Texas A&M International University, Texas A&M University, Texas A&M University-Commerce, Texas A&M University-Corpus Christi, Texas A&M University-Kingsville, Texas A&M University-Texarkana, University of Texas- Arlington, and Science Approach, a limited liability corporation in Tucson, Arizona.